Phoos
THE MAINSTREAM of the discussion was to
communicate feelings, from the Negro telling
how frustrating his life can be, and from the
white attempting to find out how to alleviate

the frustration. No solution to the problem
was discovered, but new ideas and new facts,
from both sides, were interchanged throughout
the afternoon.

THE "NEW" FRIDAY FORUM ultimately turned
into a confrontation between students on the
issues of Negro rights, and the problem of
communication between American and foreign

students. The forum opened slowly with approximately ISO students in attendance, discussing
problem areasthe whys and whores of discrimination.
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Collier Bill

Academic Community Opposes Tuition
(EDITORS NOTE: This is The wend
of two artielas dealing with this
Collier Bill, a proposal for resident
tuition in California state collages
and th Unitorsity of California.)
By STEVE KWH
and
JUDY WALTER
Spartan Daily Staff \Writers
The California academic community of higher education has expressed overwhelming opposition to
charging tuition to resident college and university students as
proposed in the Collier Bill.
Among those voicing strong
opposition to the proposal by
Assemblyman John "Bud" Collier
(Ft-S. Pasadena), to be reintroduced at the next legislative
session, are Dr. Max Rafferty,
state superintendent of public instruction: Clark Kerr, president
of the University of California;
and Dr. Robert D. Clark. president
of SJS.
Dr. Rafferty, in an exclusive interview with the Spartan Daily,
said, "There are better ways to
solve the money problem plaguing
higher educational facilities of
California."
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES
He cited such possible alternatives as increasing the state sales
tax, the new tax on horseracing
and another rise in the cigarette
tax.
"California, unlike other states,
doesn’t have the problem of raising
money," Dr. Rafferty said.
-

’History Mystery’
Comes to Campus
History buffs can test their
knowledge today as the Spartan
Daily begins its annual fall contest. Winners will receive a roundtrip ticket to Los Angeles or free
t heat re passes.
To enter the contest, students
must fill out the entry blank, find
the subject of the Mystery Clue,
and answer the tie-breaker ques-

tion.

The contest, entitled History
Mystery, will appear each Monday
on the back page of the Daily,
throughout the semester. Prizes
were given to the Daily by Pacific
Southwest Airlines, and the United
Artists Theatre in San Jose.
Entries should be taken to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC206,
today, tomorrow and Wednesday
between 930 a.m. and 4 p.m. The
deadline for the first issue of the
History Mystery contest is
Wednesday.

Pres. Clark praised the tradition
of free public higher education in
California. "I think the state would
be making a mistake in abandoning this tradition," he stated.
"It would have a particularly
bad effect on state colleges," Pres.
Clark continued, "because many
young people attending them come
from non-affluent homes."
"This proposal comes at a time
when we are concerned with increasing the educational opportunities of our young people. To abandon the principle of free education would reduce the number of
those wanting to attend college."
HEAVY COST
Clark Kerr, speaking recently
to the UC alumni group of San
Jose said, "The University opposes
the bill, and I oppose it. The cost
to students is pretty heavy now,
and I feel a move to the tuition
method of financing higher education would be regressive."
"Of the 15 western state& California is next to the bottom in
percentage of per capita income
spent on education. Taxes will
have to raised, but for what the
people get, I don’t think they are
unduly burdened with the cost of
their colleges."
Jerry Spotter, ASE president,
also expressed opposition to the
proposal. "I’m against the bill because I’m against tuition," he said.
"California is one of the few states
that provides free education, and
we have one of the best educational systems in the country.
FUTURE INVESTMENT

salary because of his education
and thus will pay higher taxes.
This, in effect, is his tuition,"
Spolter stated.
Spotter added that the California
Student Council Presidents Association. of which he is vice president, is categorically opposed to
tuition. "One of the main objections," he related, "is that it
may preclude some qualified students from school."

of American Association of University Professors, Dr. Norton explained that the AAUP, being a
national organization, does not
have a particular stand on tuition.
He said his personal belief on
the issue is that "equal opportunity
for students who are qualified for
higher education requires that it
be made as inexpensive as possible.
For that reason, I would oppose
the Collier Bill,

Comedian Gregory Attacks
’Man’s Inhumanity to Man’
By VALERIE DICKERSON
After an hour and a half delay,
and before a diminished group of
spectators at Morris Dailey Auditorium Thursday night, Dick Gregory, widely recognized Negro comedian and crusader in the Civil
Rights movement, delivered a dynamic and pertinent discussion on
the inhumanities of man-to-man.
The half-capacity crowd rose in
standing ovation for the celebrated
comedian at the close of his speech
and continued to applaud after he
had left the stage.
"There will be changes made,"
began Gregory. His reference was
to the recent riots, which, under
normal conditions, might hurt a
country but which, instead, are
helping it.

"Taxpayers are investing in the
SOCIAL PROBLEM
future of California by supporting
"If a great social problem exschools. When the student metriculates, he will be earning a higher isted in any other country," he
said, "we (America) could solve it.
However, the closer it gets, the
further. away we put it."
We are our brother’s keeper,
whether we like it or not, and
when we finally substitute generosity for greed, love for hate,
The liberal view of Christianity and action for inaction, "then the
expressed recently at SJS by the world will be sweet," he declared.
Somewhere along the line we
Rev. James Pike will he the subject of rebuttal at 8 tonight in must wake up and decide where
the change will come. "Twenty or
CH234.
The Spartan Tri-C Club, a Con- 30 years ago," stated the comedian,
servative I3aptist organization, will "the Negro in the ghetto had an
present its answers to the contro- empty stomach. Today, however,
versial ex-bishop, when guest he has a full stomach but an empty
speaker, The Rev. James R. Cook, mind."
Expressing his views on "black
appeals for "confidence In Our
power," Gregory said he believes
Space Age God."
this
is feared because of the "racist
The Rev. Cook, who received
his M.A. degree in education from attitude" in this country. "But,"
Northwestern University, has done he commented, "we have it and It
religious work in the Philippines. must be dealt with."
Indeed, he pointed out, this is
Ceylon and Hawaii as well as in
an American problemwhite and
the United States.

Tr -C’s To Hear
Rev. Pike Rebuttal

Also opposed to the tuition Idea
Is Dr. Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor
of California state colleges.
A spokesman in the chancellor’s
office reports that Dr. Dumke is
"very much opposed to abandoning the principle of free education
at the college and university level."
Similar views have been expressed Dr. Theodore Norton, associate professor of political science and president of SJS chapter

black. "The Negro is sympathetic
with convictions, the racist has
convictions and is not sympathetic,
while the liberal is just sympathetic."
"How does a nation get this mad
and survive?" asked the nationally
known comedian.

on their knees and tell us (the
Negro) thanks, because this is the
first time in the history of the
world that a social revolution has
been going on that didn’t change
an institution."

THREE PARALLELS
Gregory stressed the importance
of nature by three startling parallels. First, he spoke of "two strong
armies headed by foolsNapoleon
and Hitlerwho forgot about nature." It appears that the United
States would have learned that one
should not interfere when nature
takes over to protect her own.
But, we did not, he declared.
A tight shoe, he explained as
a second point, causes a callous,
and must eventually be relieved.
He sees the Negro today with "a
callous around his soul."
A final example, one met with
approving applause, was that of
comparing the "Black Ghetto" to
an oily rag, shut away in a closet
with no air. If the door were just
opened, it could prevent a possible explosion.
POLITICAL THINKING
"Young people," Gregory advised,
"must work to solve the problem
and re-evaluate their thinking on
the political structure. Man’s inhumanity to man is the No. 1
problem as can well be seen when
a "warning is put on cigarette
packages but not on nuclear
bombs."
An advocate of peaceful demonstrations, he stated that our country is "one big cancer that must
be cured. Every march and densonstration is just a ’checkup’."
Closing with a simple prayer of
hope and guidance, he summarized.
"White America should get down

by Gave Stout

A DISCUSSION PARTICIPANT
speaks his mind to a gathering
audience on the cafeteria lawn
at the forum Friday.

Racism Discussed
At Friday Forum
By HICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A discussion of rights, the rights
of human beings to live and communicate ideas together, marked u
two-hour session of the "New"
Friday Forum last Friday.
What started to be a questionanswer period on problems facing
student government was ultimately
redirected into a confrontation between students on the issues of
Negro rights, the problem of communication between American and
foreign students, and only a partial solution to anything.
At first, the discussion, among
approximately 150 students, revolved around a definition of problem areasthe whys and wheres
of discrimination. But, as one student later said, "There were too
few people here for any speaker
to feel truly anonymous
thus
honesty is somewhat impossible."
This hesitancy to speak with frankness hampered the talk for approximately an hour. By then, the
debate had attracted nearly 400
students.

use an analogy to explain: If a
man Comes upon a snake pit, he
might be so foolish as to put his
hand in, but, once bitten, he is
certainly going to have trouble
doing it again. We’ve had 400
years of white propaganda, and we
believed it for too long. What is
really necessary if anything is going to be solved is for people to
start getting right thinking into
their deeds and into their minds."
FUNNY LOOK
Another student said, "You’re
going to get a funny look, especially if you give other people
funny looks."
The mainstream of the discussion was to communicate feelings,
from the Negro telling how frustrated his life can be, from the
white attempting to find out how
to alleviate the frustration,
No solution to the problem was
discovered, but new ideas and new
facts, from both sides, were interchanged. A girl summed up the
value of the discussion, saying,
"This is all very good, but it’s
simply a generalization of something that’s very individual. Within
each of us, we have to decide our
position and determine our actions.
There is no grand ideal or solution."

NEGRO VIEWPOINT
At this juncture, students faced
squarely the problems of "granting" rights. A Negro student complained, "People just don’t have a
human frame of reference. They’re
always talking about minority
groups and how to help them, but
they keep creating the barriers by
the mere method of classifying."
The discussion was seldon an
argument, more an attempt to understand the Negro viewpoint. A
coed asked "Why do you I the Negroes) reject our overtures to be
friendly don’t you have just as
racist an attitude as us whites?"
Production of the controversial
The reply, "My dear, you are Tower List is under way once
one of the rare ones. But let me again.
Members of Tau Delta Phi, took
the first step toward gathering
and compiling statistics for the
book of faculty evaluations by students today as they distribute IBM
cards and rating questionnaires to
the student body.
Students who took courses in
the fall 1965, and spring, 1966, at
SJS may obtain a packet of 5-10
rating cards from booths in front
of the bookstore and on Seventh
Street.
Cards must be returned to the
booths by Friday, Oct. 21, at 3
p.m. After the cards are collected
Tau Delts will compile the statistical result i and write critiques of
professors using statements written by students on the back of
returned IMB cards.
When a student returns his cards,
he will receive a publicity button
and his student body card will
be marked. When the List is distributed during Orientation Week
of the spring semester, students
returning the buttons will receive
a 25-cent discount on the 75-cent
purchase of the book.

Rating Forms
For Prof List
Passed Out

New Parking Policy
H

t t, James Bros

DICK GREGORY, well-known comedian, spoke at SJS last Thurs.day before approximately 200 students. In a two-hour speech
sponsored by the Students for a Democratic Society and the
New Student, Gregory stressed that despite the tragic aspects
of recent racial riots, the riots may prove to be a boon in the

struggle for civil rights.

The multi -story parking garage
located on Seventh Street b.tween
San Carlos and San Salvador is
now open to students without permits Monday through Friday after
10 a.m.
Until today the garage was open
only to students with permits, announced Elmer Graham. acting supervisor ,4 security. The parking
fee is 25 cents,
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Brown Blasted
Over ’Fraud’
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DICK DANIELS

Editor

Building for Physical,
Not Biological Sciences

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Ails.

Editor:

Staff Editorial

A Page 1 story in the Spartan Daily Oct. 5
under the by-line of your writer, Cindy Lyle,
opens with, "The Biological Science Building
now under construction at Fifth Street between San Carlos and San Salvador is soon
," etc.
to be
This is to tell you that Miss Lyle’s otherwise
competent report is in error and that the
building now under construction is the Physical Science Building, as is evident from its
meteorology, photogexpected contents
raphy, physical science and chemistry, The
wing for the biological science - if the
project ever breaks free of the scandalous
red tape, personal egomania and neglect Of
state college and state of California authorities responsible for its nine-year delay -will be placed on the south, or San Salvador
side, of the Physical Science Building.

Where Is Home?
\\ hat eser happened to spartan
here are those buildings that
Citv
us(ii to stand on Smith Seventh street
across the w at, from Spartan Stadium?
Ni1 here are all the petple who used
there
ID live in Spartan City! 1
no married student Ionising at SJS?
allii 1,111111’ 1110,11.11- skill hale
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S111111.

to 1411111..

SI11111. ul

1111411 11111.1

will apply in the near future.
will all appb.. 1015515er. within
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1116111
t%% ual’re. ill size. the
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S11 that .1111111g
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he 11 III c
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stiII attending college.
The married student community.
Spartan City. is a life saver. in inure
’than one wav . for couples who are
struggling tO finish oliege si hile also
trying to raise families.
It is for this purpose, that of providg families an economical
ing y
!dare to Ii’. v ’.s bile attending college.
that Spartan City Vt est originally was
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to an (mil. So it is that six of the III
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1/a11 S111111 ti111r
;eld 111 t lu isrci
tittr. In their place
is itlu ii the next
will be erected an edifice of sorts
worthy enough to he called a symbol
of progress and ethnic v alines in the
world teditv --a maintettanct yard.
1111’111

nit.,1 via,

this yard
right its here 60 twr cent of Spartan
City \\ est now exist-. No other location could be found in all of the SJS
on which to construct this
trill ii
(limit-vie cracker-box.
So is hat if 60 families are furred
I,, find other places to live that will
rust them more than tw ire w hat they
Sn "hat if they can’t
"" """
maintenance
afford it! The
yard 14/1111’S befere the future of its

Joseph H. Young
Chairman, Dept. of litologival Seletwes

married students.
That’s right. there are 10 times it,
litany single students as there are married ones. The college should think
el them first when planning the consult( lion of residence halls. Single
students have the priority in the ... i . ids
of the Ilitard ti i’lu *11-11.1,. the gods who
eontrol the future of all the state

"I’d

volleges.
Hot what of the married students?
Thev Ili-i’l’it Itliort than just a note
of s...oitaatliv. ’Hwy dirst‘I’Ve more than
nisi aIt Ii consideratitm from the
trns!ces. They deserve a place to use,
Si hieh should be provided them by
the c’ liege.
Tlwir pereentage on the campus
will i nereasu in the tittle to come. If
Spartan City pie,. then their hope of
t ruined. Where
survival is just al
will they live?
But yes. the maintenance yard does
:wed a home. It must be erected where
Spartan City West non- is. The planning commission has destined it to he
so in the Master Plan for SJS. Good
--J.R.
planning. gentlemen.
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use any weapon in our arsenal to achieve a
military victory in Viet Nam . . ."

Guest Room
Viet Bombing Over-Rated
By DAVID HANNA
vulg.% n. cointemplibie or worthless
stuff: llllll sense. an inferior, mean, or offensi,e thing. person or matter.
That’s straight front the dictionary also,
and it’s a pretty good definition of Frank
Sweeney’s latest effort in the Spartan Daily
Kaleidoscope, Oct. 5). One must not let
his allegations go unchallenged. lest the
moo re discerning observer of international
affairs conclude that our local oasis of
learning in this barren colon lllll it y is completely void of iterspective.
Tin. Viet Ging is an indigenous force,
however unpalatable this fact is among
our current policy-makers. Even the American newspapers, so adept at gliding over
such distinctions, now carefully distinguish
between the Viet Cong forces and the
"regulars" front North Viet Nam. For example. the San Francisco Chronicle of the
sante date as your claim lists the current
20,000 North
guess on troop strength
iettiamese, 230.00(1 Viet Cong, etc. The
distinction is self-explanatory.
Being an indigenous force in rebellion
against the governmentin your definition
(but not mine) a "legal" gover
they may with some justification be compared to a group of rebels led by a certain General Washington. The conclusion
that Washington and his gang of cri lll i l tals
I by your definir , then c although obvious, must be made explicit, as you seem
to have missed so many other points in
your "study" of the war.
vpki.mING
Non justify the napalming of the Vietnamese on the basis of the death of some
5,0011 U.S. troops since 1961. It’s merely
an unfortunate part of the war. the breaks
of the game l’he question remains: Why
are the t l ps there in the first place?
You will answer in all likelihood, because of our commitment to the government of South Viet Nam.
Whirl, government? Diem? Perhaps one
of the half dozen or so military juntas
whielt followed? Mr. Sweeney, when has
any South lent; .se government. whether legal or mit. been based on an hold...
of the expressed desires and
mentaf
will of the populace?
How do u.n justify the establisl nit
of at "sovereign" state in South Viet Nam
in the first place. considering this is a
flagrant violation of the 1954 Agreement
on the Cessation of Hostilities I the Geneva ..tecords I ? Indeed. where is the name,
much less the concept, of an independent
Smith Viet Nam even mentioned in this
cease-fire agreement?
You raise the question of bombing North
Viet Nam because Illfl Hanoi regime is
aiding and abetting the N’iet Cong. Let’s
such aggression at its souree. you say.
Good. we finally agree. The North Viet se receive aiil front China. which in
turn buys vital wheat supplies fr
Canada. The Canadians harvest their wheat
hith ’41114)11mm mu factored in this
Als111111/A1
its. I et., bomb
haversack for the let (mug is an old

wheat sack made in the United States.
Another good reason to bomb Washington.
Sarcasm aside, and forgetting for a moment arguments about the validity of our
involvetnent, the rat’ - le for bombing the
North is faulty from at least two viewpoints. First, the amount of aid to the
Viet. Cong has been greatly exaggerated
necessitated partly, no doubt, by the near
hysterical scrambling of the State Departntent to justify the war. A careful examination of the February, 1965, White Paper
shows that about 2 per cent of the Viet
Cong weapons were of Comm llll ist origin.
It seems our propaganda ministers, rather
than basing a policy’ on -facts, have
searched for facts to justify an already
accepted policy.
MALCOLM BROWNE
Malcolm Browne, a Pulitizer prize winning reporter, concurs with the White
Paper conclusions. He writes that "... intelligence experts feel less than 10 per
rent and probably more like 2 per cent
of the Viet Cong’s stock of modern weapons is Communist made . . . rest are all
captured American weapons." (The New
Face of the War: Bolths-Merrill Co., Inc.,
1965, p. 24).
Undoubtedly, the ratio of Communist
weapons has risen in the past year, but
this is in terms of our self-fulfilling prophecy. We claim aggression, send in another
contingent of ntarines and discover that,
indeed, the North has aided the Viet Cong.
Small wonder.
Further, the strategic importance of
try is greatly
bombing a rurally based c
over-rated, and is certainly not commensurate with the inherent risks involved.
Next, Mr. Sweeney reports to the domino theory to justify his position. This is
historical Ileierminismmy, how Marxist.
On that basis is this theory valid? What
countries went Communist after the 1917
revolution solely because Russia did? How
about the countries bordering China?
Cuba?
APPETITE
on write of China’s garganutatt appetite for aggress’ . What historical basis
exists for this contention? VI here have the
Chinese been aggressive other than Ii) in
an area they have had an historical claim
or 12) they felt their security was
threatened?
Actually. Mr. Sweeney. I subscribe to the
domino theory also. but the prime mover
in this reaction is a conservative foreign
policy based on blind anti-conimunism, a
policy which is based not on fulfilling the
hopes and aspirations of underdeveloped
nations striving to achieve some measure
of human dignity for its citizens but instead commits the most despicable atrocities imaginable because of some ill-defined
al security.
nett1 for Ida
flue last note. Killing someone is legally
justified in terms of self-defense. Our involvement cannot be nationalized from the
point of view of national security. Mr.
Sweeney, have you ever thought of yourself as all accomplice to
der?

’The Real Reagan’ Tells
About ’The Real Brown’
Faittor:
The pro-Governor Brown elements on this
campus have been distributing a leaflet which
supposedly shows ’The Real Reagan" butt
in effect shows "The Real Brown." The leaflet
is a collection of quotes supposedly made by
Mr. Reagan quotes the Republican aspirant
as calling federal aid to education "a tool
of tyranny." The leaflet relates that he was
quoted In the Delano Record.
I am a resident of Delano, grape capital
of the world, and heard Mr. Reagan make
the statement, which the Democrats, surprisingly, took out of context. I quote from the
Delano Record of July 25. 1965: "Reagan also
attacked the new federal program of aid to
education and warned that schools could
become ’a tool of tyranny’ if controlled by
the national government."
Does it seem unreasonable that federallyrun schools COULD BECOME a tool of
tyranny? Obviously not. But it is obvious that
Gov. Brown Is allowing intellectual fraud to
creep into the campaign.
Dick Snyder
A5457

Daily Story Criticized
Editor:
Frankly, I don’t care if Ira Meltzer lives
with Barry Goldwater! (Spartan Daily-Oct. 6.) Why must our newspaper carry
such trivia?

John

Pettrson
A43143

EDITOR’S NOTE: All letters to Thrust and Parry
must include the writer’s signature and faculty
or ASS number. Those without signatures will
not be printed.
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Student Council Adviser Lauds SJS Band Alumni Provides Assistance
Discusses Responsibilities
For Research, Scholarships
SPARTAN DAILY-S

Monday. October 10, 1960

"This should indicate how the classifications Include food, houscollege feels about the importance I ing, books, clothing, medical exstudent government," he said. penses, personal care, charity. or "Student government at SJS en- of
Smith came to SJS in Septem- ganization dues, transportation exjoys a tremendous degree of repenses and miscellaneous (records,
sponsibility," said Hal. R. Smith, ber, 1965. Before that time he
entertainments I.
assistant to the dean of students was a graduate student in Indiana
University where he worked on his
and adviser to ASB government.
CHARACTERIZES HIS JOB
degree in education, with
Taking the ASB government in doctoral
Mr. Smith characterizes his job
concentration on student pera
total including the legislative,
as one that calls for two hats. "I
executive, judicial branches and sonnel.
wear the hat of the assistant dean
the various committees and proSmith explained that there were of students in the mornings and
grams
Mr. Smith said, "I feel two parts to his study. He ex- that of the advisor to ASB govthe) perform very well."
amined the question of whether ernment in the afternoon," he said.
there were significant differences
Most of ASB government opTWO ADVISERS
in college expenses by breaking erates in the afternoon, when the
down
the
study
by
sex,
class
status,
Smith pointed out that the colmembers are free from class.
lege has two advisers for student major, whether the student was in"However," said Mr. Smith, "the
state
or
out-of-state.
government, himself and Dr. Lowdemands of student government
ell Walter. a counselor for student
Then he ran a study on where come first, whether they come in
personnel.
students spend this money. The the morning or the afternoon."
By DIANE TELESCO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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The Spartans were lauded b)
the Portland "Oregonian" for their
I,and and their "Band -Aides" last
week.
According to the paper, "San
.1..,,’s best effort was by its band
I --barx4y, brunette majorette.
A, ii worked out, the Spartan musicians, this comely lass plus another bevy of gals known as the
’Band -Aides’ outdid the Oregon
band as convincingly as the football score."
Roger Muzzy, director of SJS’
marching band, commented, "We
appreciate their compliment. Anytime people stand up and applaud
we appreciate it. We have always
considered the Oregonians very
nice people."

Students Snap
Conege
presures ptsl 011
to succeed often result
in student revolts.
Friday two men revolted and
romped around the campus chasing poor defenseless butterflies
wit h large, rather menacing
looking nets. We don’t know if
they caught any, but It was fun
watching them try.
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Vista Recruitment Bogs Down
As Uncle Sam Calls for More
By J.
WALLAK
-The only thing that is holding
back the VISTA program now is
the expense If the Viet Nam
act ion."
Felton Gibson, assistant field
director in recruiting for VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to America),
expressed this opinion to SJS journalism classes Friday morning.
"There are now 3,500 VISTA
volunteers in the field, but there
are requests for 6,500 more by
next June," he said.
Because of the cutback in next
year’s appropriation for the Office

Driver Education
Classes To Begin
Students interested in learning
how to drive are being asked to
attend a meeting tomorrow in
IA230 at 2:30 p.m.
Dr. Marland K Strasser, professor of safety and driver education, said that students unable to
attend tomorrow’s meeting could
contact him in IA110.
The course, which has no college
credit, is offered free of charge.
It begins Monday, Oct. 17, and
ends Thursday, Dec. 15. The students meet twice weekly for an
hour.
According to Dr. Strasser over
a thousand SJS students have
learned to drive through the program.

Spartaguide

of Economic Opportunity, however, (VISTA is one of seven
0E0 divisions), Gibson said there
will be only enough funds to provide an additional 1,50(1 volunteers
by next June.
VISTA sends volunteers only
where they are requested, the
speaker pointed out. A civic or
governmental organization must
for VISTA volunteers and then
sponsor them when they are sent.
Gibson said that there are no
VISTA volunteers at present in
the Hunter’s Point area of San
Francisco. All states except Iowa
and Mississippi presently have
VISTA workers.
VISTA was established in 1964
and has a staff of at least 221
nerosns. The volunteers are sent
to deprived areas to counsel in
child care, health hygiene, homemaking, literacy, juvenile deliqiuncy and physical education.
The volunteers are given a subsistence allowance, $75 per month
in spending money, and $600 if
they stay with the program a year.
Gibson said that as of June there

was a re-sirmup rate of 35 per
cent. He said the minimum age
for volunteers is IS, and the oldest
volunteer now is an 85-year-old
man assigned to an Indian reservation.
Gibson predicts the program will
Applications are now accepted
be expanded greatly when more
for the Air Force ROTC two-year
funds are made available.
program, announced Major George

Air Force ROTC
Applications Ready

Seniors To Take
Teacher Exams

M. Browning, professor of aerospace studies,
He said the program Ls open to
all men desiring to become Air
Force career officers and have two

The Educational Testing Serv- years of college left.
To qualify for the program which
has announced that college
seniors preparing to teach school culminates in an Air Force commission, the student must satisshould take the National Teacher
factorily pass the Air Force QualiExaminations on January 7, March fying Test, pass a physical exam18. July 1 or October 7, 1967.
ination, have at least a 2.0 GPA
Complete information and reg- and be approved by a board comistration forms may be obtained at posed of AFROTC and school perthe college placement center or sonnel.
directly from National Teacher
Preference will be given to engiExaminations, Box 911, Education- neering, math and science majors
al Testing Service, Princeton, New but everyone is eligible, according
Jersey, 08540.
to Maj. Browning.
ice

York Life’s Top Club Council, a I-rney and chairman of the board,
’ommunity Bank. San Jose; Glenn
life member of the Million Dollar
Greatness of a college or uni- Round Table and president of Far- George, vice-president, Joseph
George Distributors. San Jose and
versity is created by individuals ris Enterprises, Inc.
William Weber. president. W. J.
and corporate entities; by dediCHALLENGER/4 NAMED
Weber Advertising and Public Recated faculty and administrators;
The other challengers are: Rayby alumni and friends of the insti- mond W. Miller, president, Public lations, Stockton.
William J. Weber, while not a
tution who morally, physically and Relations Research Associates, Inc.,
financially involve themselves in Washington, D.C.; Eva Thompson college graduate, qualified as a
friend of the college. For four
its value and worth.
Phillips, retired teacher, Oakland;
years he has provided dedicated
FEE, an annual program of fi- Jo Emmett Jennings, founder and
service to SJS through the Alumni
nancial assistance to San Jose retired president of Jennings Radio
Association. He volunteered as a
State College, is sponsored by the Corp., San Jose; David Rosenthal,
challenger to encourage other nonAlumni Association for the ex- president, Economy Cleaners, San
alumni to assist San Jose State
press purpose of providing SJS Jose; Fred and Mickie Finn. TV
in its quest for excellency.
with monies for scholarships, re- and night club entertainers, San
search fellowships and a source of Diego; James F. Boccardo. atHONOR ROLL OF DONORS
unrestricted funds for the college
All contributions will be listed on
to use in meeting critical academic,
the 1966 honor roll of donors, accultural and physical challenges.
cording to Keichrouth. Two speTen persons have challenged the
cial categories have been estabalumni and the friends of the collished. Contributors of $500 or
lege to contribute $20,000 to FEE
more will be listed in the Presithis year. By pledging $500 each,
dent’s Circle; those donating $100
the challengers as a group are askto $499 in the Century Club. Coning alumni to match their dollars
tributions may be made in the full
three to one.
amount or pledged payable
Interviews will be held for eight throughout the academic year. Un$20,009 GOAL
positions on the Personnel Selec- der present tax laws, the contribuWith 25 per cent of it’s $20.000 tion Committee and two posts on
tions to FEE are deductible.
goal already in, the San Jose State the Financial Advisory Board at
College Alumni Association 2:30 p.m., this afternoon in the
launched its 1966 Fund for Ex- College Union,
cellence in Education FEE, accordThe Personnel Selection Coming to Ben Reichmuth, ’57 national mittee is responsible for the represident.
cruitment and selection of memAmong the ten challengers are bership on all other ASH boards
Smother Brothers, ’59, interna- and committees.
tionally known recording artists.
The Financial Advisory Board is
For Tom and Dick a break came in charge of budgetary recommenearly and they withdrew from SJS dations regarding all ASB budgbefore graduation.
etary allocations.
Ray K. Farris, another chalApplications, sign-up sheets, and
lenger, is a 1932 SJS graduate. additional information is available
He is currently a member of New in the College Union, 315 S. 9th St.
********Ick************Int**********************1
By LINDA TUNG
Spartan Dully Staff Writer

Personnel Posts,
FAB Positions
Up for Interviews

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%OE

Symphony To Play

MEN: PI KAPPA ALPHA
IS COMING OCT. 20 & 21!

Free tickets are now available
at the Student Affairs Office for
the appearance of the Oakland
Symphony in Morris Daily Auditorium at 8:15 Friday.
Are you interested in a new concept of fraternalism?
The performance will open the
Are you a thinking man, and an INDIVIDUAL? If so,
college’s Invitation to the Arts
you may well be interested in the challenge which PI
series, which will include the Roger
KAPPA ALPHA has to offer.
Wagner Chorale with orchestra,
the Romeros guitar group, and the
Contact: Terry Scott or Phil Scarborough at 286-2573
Don Cossack Chorus and dancers. *************************************************
SAN JOSE

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

DIAL 294-4200

9peetttait’4
DOWNTOWN STORE
244 S. SECOND ST.,
S.J. ONLY
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286-6100
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SALE IN PROGRESS NOW!

Tau Beta PI, 7 p.m.. E247. Election of new members.
Pershing Rifles, 7 p.m., HE
Lounge. Pershing Rifles Smoker
for all cadets interested. All freshman and sophomore Army and Air
Force ROTC cadets are eligible to
join. This is the honor society for
cadets in college.
TOMORROW
Mature Woinen, 2 p.m., IA108.
Am you 29?
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., HI.
Installation of officers and regular
-cling.
nit
United Ciunpus Christian Fellowship, 3 p.m., 1117. Non-credit
seminar in religion: "Unfolding
Drama of the Bible."
Circle K. 1:30 -p.m., Hl. Special
guests from the district organization will be in attendance, which
include Norm Spar, Bob Nichols
and Jim Salo.
************************
MART STUDENTS
SAVE S 5 5
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ANNUAL SKI SALE!
GLOVES
$4 pair & up

SKI POLES

HEAD

reg. $20 Now $12

150 pair used RENTAL BOOTS
55-2.50

We have a special factory authorization to
cut brand new Head Skis on sale. Stock is
m fed . . so hurry!

100 pair used HEAD SKIS
Reconditioned & Refinished

Competition

$126.50

Reg. $145.50

35 pair used WOOD SKIS

Masters

$109.50

Reg. 5128.50

at Low, Low, prices

Standards

$95.00

Reg. 5112.50

MEN’S & WOMEN’S
SKI PANTS from $14.95

.?

SKIS
on Sale!

"it,

’P))
WOULD YOU BELIEVE
SAVINGS OF 550-5150
ON CAR INSURANCE/
If, during your COLLEGE or
HIGH SCHOOL spring semester,
ge, you
you received a "B"
will qualify for this SCHOLASTIC
DISCOUNT.
Would you believe Agent Smart?
What about Agent 007?
How about calling Agent

100. Wool SKI SWEATERS reg. $35.00

QUILTED PARKAS
From $10
1966 SKI BOOTS
$23.95 up
Plus . . . Pants, Parkas,

PAUL SCOLA

Sweaters, Cops, Mittens,

65 W. Hamilton. Campbell
Office 378.4123
Res. 266-5908

etc., at big savings

$10

9peetnatt:6
SPORT CENTER

244 S. Second St.
San Jose 286-6100

CHECK HERE FOR EXCITING BUYS NOW AWAITING
AT WEINSTOCK-HALE . .. SHOP EVERY DEPARTMENT
To $36, Fall dresses, wools, pure silk prints, brocades, lace, 8-18
19.99
Reg. $8 Nylon quilted dusters, pert, cozy pink or blue, 10-18
6.39
Reg. $9 Nylon quilted dusters, as above, S-large, 38-44
7.79
Reg. $1.69 Tailored Antron nylon tricot briefs, trunks, 4-9
3/4.25
Reg. $66-$80 Famous name & import knits, I, 2, 3 -pc. outfits, 8 18 28-58
16.99
Corduroy car coats, laminated, taupe or bone, 6-18
Reg. $15 Cardigans, acrylic, notched collars, 5 colors, 36-42
7.99
First Edition alligator or lizard pumps, smart colors
18.99-29.99
. .
Special Corfarn pumps patent or calf, blk., blue, red, 5-10
8.99
fashion umbrella Pagoda, cocktail size, slim-jims
$4-$5
2.99
Reg. $13-$18 Seaton leather casual handbags, new colors
9.99
$10-$16 Silk lined leather gloves, shortie-4 or 6 button
5.99-9.99
Reg. $4 Perma-lift lace nylon bra, blue, black, beige
Reg. $9 Perma-lift matching panty girdle
Reg. $6-$7 stripe or print top pj’s, cotton knit, 32-38
Reg. $1 nylon tricot briefs, white, blk., pastels, 4-8
6/5.25
3. 51
$10 value imported bulky sweaters, white pastels, S-M -L
$17 value, Junior wool jumpers, plaids, checks, sizes 5-13
9.99
$11-$28 Women’s shoe sale, famous makes, 41/2 to 10 AAA-C 8.99-18.99
$5.95 Value, Spinnerin mohair shell kit: several colors
3.29
Reg. $1.69 4-oz. Columbia Minerva Orlon-Mohair, ..
2 skeins/1.00
Dacron" double knit fabric, 54-60" wide, now only .
4. 1919 off.
yd.
lo $4 hair brushes, pure boar bristles
1.99
$10-$13 smart dresser sets, comb, brush, mirror now
6.99
$2 atomizers in a wide selection of styles and colors ..
1.00
Puff-quilted bedpreads in twin or full size, now only .
9.99

SHOP MONDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9

Monday. ()Moller

4SPARTAN DAILY
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Open to All Coeds

Phrateres To Hold Tea
S.IS omicron chapter of
the Phrateres, an international
democrttic social and service organization, is open to all coeds.
The club will hold a membership
tea on Wednesday, Oct. 12, at
6:30 p.m. in HI.
To be a member a coed must
pass a pledge test, earn activity
points, pay the required fee, and
have a 2 g.p.a.
Expenses for the first semester
include $12 for the International
and Omicron dues and the pledge
pin. Expenses for following semesters is between $5 and $7,

SALE!
Books up to 95% off 1

Book Inc.
TOWN 8, COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
/
65,000 BOORS - 75,000 CARDS
MINN, MMMMMMMM

flow
ta6 5OUTN F

and includes does and cost of
the Installation Dinner.
Sec vice projects carried on by
Phratereans benefit needy families, the Santa Clara County
Hospital and the local children’s
home.
The SJS Omicron chapter is
one of 13 such groups in the
western United States and Canada with the motto "Famous for
Friendliness."
Each year the club plans exchanges, teas, sports gatherings
and informal parties. Two of the
annual events are the Christmas
party and the Formal Initiation
Banquet.
The frequent exchanges and

Women Over 29
To Hold Meeting
The mature women students
organization will meet tomorrow
at 2 p.m. in IA108.
’rhe club is for married and
Immarried coeds over 29 who :ire
reshmen or returning students
wishing to pursue foimal education.
The purpose of the club, siccording to Mrs. Maxine Hand,
associate dean of women, is to
assist in expanding educational
experiences in interest, social and
service areas, to serve as a
mrans of coordination and
-

Just three blocks from campus.

1111moc
III’.

511ii &won; ..ga.thion
ealt

411

life

sei Viet,
IVities are co-sponsored by men’s set’s ice organizations.

’Sound of Music’
To Ring As Usual
of music will be
heard throughout the Music
Building on Parents’ Day,
Oct. 15.
Co-ordinating the Music Department’s activities for Patents’ Day is Dr. Russell Harrison, professor of music and education.
Plans include tours of the
Music Building to be conducted
by Mu Phi Epsilon, music sorority and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, music fraternity.
Members of these two organizations will lead pa rents through
the building during the morning
to hear the rehearsal of the San
Jose Youth Symphony, conducted
by. Dr. Vernon Read, assistant
professor of music. In the east
wing of the building, the parents
will hear the rehearsal of the
Santa Clara Valley Youth Band,
directed by Clement Hutchinson, associate professor of music.
Parents are also invited to
watch the SJS Marching Band
and the Bandaides, a coed dance
group rehearse on the Women’s
P.E. field for their two shows
during the evening football game
with San Diego State College.
Glenn Norrish, student assistant helping Dr. Harrison, announces that a photo exhibit of
severd S.IS musical groups will
lie di,played in the Music BuildTile

solltIti

3 QUESTIONS
TO .451( WHEN YOU
BUY INSURANCE

.. our prize eNainple is this
ittsittions %/dour coat that
assails sour call for csening
or casual %s ear. No need to
%% lorry about the weather,
tIts’ coal is made for rain iir
shine, Sizes 3 to 13 in Champagne toild
and Orange
Liqueur.

$37.99 and up
Validated Parking
lank Charges--Layamay
Open Mon. 8 Thurs. until 9
286 S. 1st St.

C I ubTo Start
College Bowl
This semester Associated
Women Students are enlarging
and

adding

two activities de-

signed to interest women students.
One of the new committees
sit up will be the College Bowl
Committee which will work to
involve every women’s living organization here on campus.
Each organization will sponsor a team of five or six women to compete in a contest of
knowledge, climaxed at the end
of the semester in a final playoff and a trophy for the winning
team.
"I see the College Bowl as a
means of uniting women’s organizations within and providing
interaction among all of them,"
Miss Jane Nettleship, president,
said.
Another program being created is one to set up a program
for foreign exchange students to
share with the women of our
campus their ways of home making and child raising. ASW is
currently looking for ideas, interest and support from women
on carnpus. "It can create many
committees, but the women of
this campus will have to show
there is a need for such programs," Miss Nettleship said.
Officers for this semester’s
AWS committee are Misses Karen Prouty, vice-president; Mayanne Clark, second vice-president; Jessamy Truex, treasurer;
Rose Mary Tyrrel, secretary;
Susan King, Karen Sartori, Karen Hilbert, Nancy Jones anti
Nancy Jordin, judicial board;
Linda Harris, publicity, and
Mary Ann Hardy, community
service. Miss Diane Hilje will
be in charge of the Christmas
door project and Miss Susie
Smith for women’s week.
The next AWS meeting will
be tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in
AV207.

you share in the
profits of the company/

I

Will

2.

Will you have immediate
cash values?

SCREEN
SCENES

3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?
Mutual Benefit policy
owners con soy yes.

BILL KIRSCH

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

For information cont a c
either Terry Batt or Bill
Kirsch at the San Jose
Branch.

715

STUDIO
292-6778

396 South First

"Mister Buddwing"

North First Street
Suite 35

In San Jose Phone 297-2738. On the Peninsula Phone 968-6816
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Around the Tower’
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It MAKI’ PI.TNANI
Campus lily Editor
Holy camp’s. Batman goes
collegiate! Yes, that’s right - the caped crusader’s comic characters will go to college. Well,
sort of! Every Wednesday night
beginning this Wednesday will be College Night at "stately"
Wayne Manor in Sunnyvale.
During that evening, there will
be no admission charge to college
students 18 years and older. It
is important to note that they
will be admitted free of charge if
they show a current student body
card to the doorman before
9:30 p.m.
There is no minimum drink
fee and you don’t even have
to dance. As long as you aren’t
holding up a table for someone
else, you can stay and watch
the go-go girls dance to the
"bang" music.
The place is probably the nation’s first bistro to adopt the
bizarre trappings and costumes
of the dauntless crime-crushers
of television and comics.
Combined with vivid pop art,
blinking colored lights, thundering rock and roll music and used
as a setting in an old highceilinged bank building, the
Manor is zowie.
The Dynamic Duo of Batman
and Robin are painted in bright
colors on the wall with villains
cackling around them in fluorescent lighting.
Behind a plate glass screen,

A

TUESDAY

Selections

Selections

Roast Breast of Turkey, Sage Dressing,
ully Ma .ned Potatoes, Giblet Gravy,
Buttered Green Beans, Old -Fashioned

By JOY 8111.1,ER
AP Women’s Editor
NEW YORK (API If you
plan to stick around until the
1980s this may be your life:
Three-day weekends, three or
four-month vacations, Southern
California-type living with emphasis on family and home, high
income, abundance of material
things.
Sound good to you?
It will to many people, but
some won’t like it, says Herman
Kahn. physicist and director of
the Hudson Institute.
"So along with our barbecue
society we’re in for a lot of beatniks, revolutionary-type movements and withdrals from society." he adds.
Kahn discussed the future last
week in an interview before a
speech to 300 women attending
a "Quo Vadis, Today’s Woman?"
seminar. His views mostly were
based on a current Hudson Institute study speculating about
the quality of life in the United
States from 1976 to the year
2(100.

B

Breaded Veal Cutlet, Buttered Noodles,
Cream Gravy, Peas and Carrots,
Old Farbioned Corn Bread
C Sliced Bar-B-Q Beef, Fluffy Mashed
Potatoes, Buttered Green Beans,
c 11 Fashioned Corn Bread
D Salisbury Steak, Mushroom Sauce
Buttered Noodles, Creamed Carrots,
Old -Fashioned Corn Bread
E Grilled Pork Chop, Apple Sauce, Fluffy
Mashed Potatoes, Buttered Green
Beans, Old-Fashioned Corn Bread

s-

Grilled Ham Steak, Cherry Sauce,
Glazed Sweet Potatoes, Tiny Sweet
Peas, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
B Beef Stroganoff, Buttered Rico, Waxed
Green Beans, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
C Stuffed Bell Pepper, Tomato Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes, Fresh Julienne
Carrots, Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
D Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly, Rice
Almandine, Waxed Green Beans,
Hawaiian Cobbler Cake
E Deep-Fried Shrimp, French Fried Potato
Nuggets, Horseradish Sauce, Fresh
Julienne Carrots, Hawaiian Cobbler
Cake

WEDNESDAY
) Selections

A

A

B

C

Roast Prime of Beef Au Jus, Duchess
Potatoes. Buttered Green Beans, Apple
Brown Betty
Savory Meat Loaf, Creole Sauce,
Mashed Potatoes, Mexican Corn,
Apple Brown Betty

Sweet and Sour Pork, Rice Almandine,
Lima Beans, Apple Brown Betty

* E

Fried Chicken, Country Gravy, Mashed
Potatoes, Succotash, Apple Brown Betty

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Thrifty Party Catering

Selections

Selections

FREE DELIVERY

Roast Leg of Pork, Apple Nut Dressing
*
Brown Gravy, Mashed Potatoes, Harvard Beets, Pineapple Bavarian Cream
B Burgundy Meat Balls, Mashed Potatoe
Brown Gravy, Spinach with Bacon,
Pineapple Bavarian Cream
C Swiss Steak, Rice (Spanish Style),
Spinach with Bacon, Pineapple Bavan,
Cream
D Corned Beef, Cabbage, Boiled Onion
and Carrots, Pineapple Bavarian Cream
* E Lamb Curry, Rice Pilaf, Beets Pineappin
P neapple Bavarian Cream

Swordfish Steak - Vin Blanc, Scalloped
Potatoes, Buttered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
B Pot Roast of Beef, Mashed Potatoes,
Red Cabbage, Sweet & Sour, Pot Roast
Gravy Cole Slaw
C Veal Cutlet, Scallopini Sauce, Mashed
Potatoes, Buttered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
D Baked Ham Hawaiian, Scalloped
Potatoes, Buttered Broccoli, Cole Slaw
E Deep-Fried Haddock Fillet, Lemon
Wedge, Mashed Potatoes, Broccoli,
Butter Cole Yaw

’1A

interest spot uhen yo I hate
some free time is Circle Star
Theatre.
At the Star this week is Cole
Porter’s musical "Can-Can"
which is concluding its two week
run. Patrice Mun.sel stars as the
cabaret owner, La Mome Pistache, and Bob Wright is her
co-star as the judge who gives
up law and order for love to
teach the can-can. Others in the
cast include Marvin Kaplan,
Jolene Lontere, Jack Konzal,
Jonathan Troy, Suzanne Lankford and Tracy Moyer.
Tickets are available at the
Circle Star box office; Macy’s,
Seats, Greyhound and Montgomery Ward.
Another event to come soon
is "the singing Rabbi," Shlomo
Carlebach, who was a hit at
the recent Berkeley Folk Music
Festival. He will be presented
in a concert by the Jewish Community Council, Sunday, Oct. 23,
411 8 p.m., in Temple Emanu-El.
according to Mrs. Lawrence
Daniel Stern, concert committee chairman. The temple is located on 1024 Emory St.
The Carlebach compositions
are no ordinary songs. They ate
new-dimensional folksongs, mystical melodies, prayers, passionate outpourings of faith and Jewish spirituals.
He has given concerts at New
York’s Town Hall and other major auditoria in the U.S., Europe,
South America and Israel.

Before he helped found the
Hudson Institute at Harmon-on Hudson, N.Y., in 1961 Kahn was
associated for 12 years with the
Rand Corp.
"The Europeans may return to
the tradition of the gentleman.
the man with many skills, none
of which are very useful," said
Kahn. "They may take extra
productivity out in great leisure
or in avocations."
The Americans, on the other
hand, are more likely to take it
out in work and in increased
material goods.
"People will live in 10-mom
houses with three cats in the
garage and a helicopter on the
lawn, but they won’t have a
maid, unless they import one
from the underdeveloped world.
The personal services will be imported."
As for income, something between 5 and 10 per cent of U.S.
households may have a disposable income after taxes - of between $40,000 and $50,000 a
year.
For the average man emphasis would be shifted from our
current "work -oriented, advance-

oriented, achievement - oriented
value system" to family values.
"Many Americans will be satisfied, but others will find such
a life meaningless and purposeless, and they will look for something to fulfill them," said Kahn.
"They may find a new religion.
There will be mass movements both rational and irrationalcults, a kind of privatism, LSD
without qiiest ion."
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Plea for Sanity
dui Public Colleges
and I. ttis ersities."
is on sale al

Spartan

Bookstore

Bookstore
Powell’s Bookstore
Roberts

MI S. Id Si,
at $1 per ropy.
s’irtrie,",,,,40144
141=1.1M.114MNDIM,1Ire

San Jose
Pet Grooming
Welcomes All Pets
Open Mon. -Sat.
7a.to.-7
11,0hing

Monterey Jazz
Stars of the Monterery Jazz
Festival will he appearing at the
Foothill College f:Yin in Los
Altos al S p.m., Sunday. Oct. 16.
The group includes the John
Handy Quintet, Bola Sete Trio
and Jean Hoffman Trio. Moderating the performance will he
Jimmy Lyons, Montercry Jazz
Festival president.
Cost of general admission is
$1 and of reserved seats is $2.

Trutiming

wish I,,,,!,
325

KeyeS

Street

294-09114
Leiessmssmes.

Mexican Plate, 2 Cheese Enchiladas,
Refried Beans, Spanish Rice, Apple
Brown Betty

* D

A

55
,00

Three-Day Weekends Plus
Four-Month Vacations Predicted

DELICIOUS HOT MEALS DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

MONDAY

go-go girls dressed like Robin
will lead you to the Batusi while
Batman sells tickets at the front
door. The maitre Whole is the
Joker and drinks are served by
Wonder Woman.
Wayne Manor is not the only
place that’s available for offcampus entertainment. Another

3

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

SPECIAL

PARTY SCHEDULE
I day service

person daily
daily
1.39 per person daily
1.29 per person daily

PANTS

I 59 per

day service in week
5 day service in week
. 20 day service in 4 weeks
3

1.49 per person

BeguIrr 9ric

Meals to You Inc.

Now 69e

840 Park Avenue
San Jose, California

292-4088

PHONE YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE 2 P.M.

Golden 11 esi Cleaners
25 S. 3rd Street

292.1052

Monday October 10. 1966

$2,500 Fellowship

set

Free Tickets Available
For Symphony Concert

Student Writes Plays, Directs

BSC
tar

EmmanuEl, J I II
Eddy
drama g r a it u a t e. is able to
concentrate his efforts on writing and directing this academic
year, thanks to the $2500 Play writing Fellowship awai-ded him
by the Samuel S. Schubert Foundat km.
The grant, which is paying
EmmanuErs living expenses, is
regarded as one of the outstanding awards of its kind by Dr.
Hal J. Todd, Drama Department
chairman. This is the second
year SJS has received the
award.
EnunanuEl received the fellisvship for the promise shown in
his three-act play "Life Up
Thine Eyes."
The play concerns the confron-
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with those of a society
whirli has no place for orthodoxy.
"1 simply seek to present a
problem in the play, and no solutions are offered," EinmanuEl
comments.
’rhe play. however, does aim at
"compromise, a meeting of
minds," which really is not a
selution but a delaying tactic,"
he adds.
Religion and history continue
Ii powicie a background for his
Plays as EmnuinuEl works under Dr. Harold Crain, professor
of drama, for his master’s degree in .playwriting and directing.
His new efforts include "Harp

RP ’.1ST %X 11 71.V-5

Oltt111111).;
conflict between King David and
is son Alisolam, and a play about
the Russian Revolution of 1917.
A Biblical theme also was instrumental in his winning the
1964 Dr. Dorothy Kaucher oral
interpretation award. EnunanuEl
won the c a ni p u s competition
with his presentation of "The
Sacrifice of Isaac," by an unknown author.
He believes that religion provides a strong motivation for
man. Asked his views on the
"God is dead" controversy, he
replies, "I hope God’s heard
about it."
"Anybody who would state
flatly that God is dead is either
God himself or a fool," he adds.

Fris tickets to SJS shawni.
and faculty for the Oakland
Symphony concert Friday at 8:15
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium
may be picked up in the Student
Affairs Office between 9 a.m.-

5 p.m.
The program, first in the free
Invitation to the Arts series, is
sponsored by the College Union
Program Board and the Assodated Student Body.
Gerhard Samuel. Symphony
conductor-musical director, will
lead the orchestra in Beethoven’s
Sympathy No. 3, "Eruica," and
Berlioz’
"Symphonic
Fantastique."
"The ’Eroiea’ was the first
large-scale symphony orchestra
piece, while the Berlioz is the

I.

i.insibie for making the symphony a virtuoso instrument."
Samuel noted.
"They are the key works in
the making of the sy inphony
ehestra
NNI/ty and thus syinbolic as well as great works per
se,- he added.
The campus perbirmanee will
be the symphony ’s first traveling engagement it the 1966-67
season.
Samuel has dirernai the symphony orchestra for seven years.
He also has I wen iousical director of the San Francisco Ballet
and appeared with orchestras in
New York, Canada, Brussels and
Zurich.
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EDDY F. EMMANUEL, June drama graduate, is the recipient
of a $2,500 Playwriting Fellowship from the Samuel S. Shubert
Foundation. He currently is working on two plays, one of which
concerns King David and his son Absolam.

Oboe Instructor To Present
Demonstration Today
Music 118A, survey of music
literature in performance, will
nt ral
es.
sat such
ioseymeahn.
gIon.
its-LSD

present J. B. Loeillet’s Sonata
in C Major, a demonstration of
the Baroque oboe and G. Sammartini’s Sonata in G at 11:30
a.m. today in Concert Hall.
Admission is free to the campus community.
Wayne Sorensen,
associate
professor of music, will perform
on the oboe and Margaret

Brownlee, staff accompanist, also
will play. Class instructor is
Patrick Meierotte, associate professor of music.
Fifty -minute programs by faculty, advanced students and area
musicians are tentatively scheduled for each Monday and
Wednesday.
Each program will be preceeded by an explanation of the
Important features of the music
to be performed, Meierotte says.

Drama Director Announces Cast
For ’Plough and Stars’ Production
Dr. Ill .1. ’Dahl. Braun, Department chairman, has announced cast selections for Scan
O’Casey’s "The Plough and the
Stars," which will he presented
in the College Theatre Oct. 21,
22 and 26-29.
Included in the cast are Steven
as Clitheroe; Edwin
Green as Peter; Tracy Thorne!!

Trinwith

as The Covey; Stanley Anderson
if

1111111M.

Hungry hut too lazy Sc,

cook?
limo about some

SPAGHETTI
All Mr spnghrtti you ran rut.
thru Thum

$1
Angelo’s Steak
House
7? I’, Santa Clara St.

as Fluther; Peter Bixby as
Brennan; Judy Anderson as
Nora and Peggy Cosgrave as
Mrs. Gogan.
Nyla Lyon will play Bessie;
Kerry Rider, Rosie; Kathleen
Wilson, Mouser; Gary Bothum,
Langon; John Jacobs, Stoddart:
Bill Snead, Tinley; Lou Buses,
the bartender and Bruce Lovelady, the orator.
"The Plough and the Stars" is
a "mixture of humor and neartradegy," according to Dr. Todd.
Setting of the four-act play is
the abortive Dublin rebellion of
1915-16.

Baja Brass Band
To Provide
Pre Game Show
Pmfessional
tainment

pre-game enter-

for Saturday’s

home

game against San Diego State
will be provided by the Baja

RENT

Brass, a group of six pop mu-

(student rates)

sicians who recently organized to
duplicate the "Tijuana Sound."
The band is tentatively scheduled to perform in Spartan Stadium from 6:40-7:40 p.m. Admission is free to those with Asso-

Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free dekvery

ciated Student Body card holders
and $1.50 to others.
Band members include David
Satre, SJS graduate music major on lead trumpet; Michael Rubino,

senior

trombone:
SS E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

music

major,

ness major, on drums; and Stan
Koehler, graduate, on bass.

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

CLIP THIS COUPON
This

riot 10)11. and $1.4g is good for a
COMPLETE Family Night Hinner (regularly $.1.79 t

Each

Vivednesday

through

Monday, Tuesday &
October 26. Soup,

salad, vegetables, beerage, choice of entree, deswrt.

on

Dennis Osaki, busi-

Meet Ralph Frey, Jr.,19
He’s a college junior.
He has a pilot’s license.
He can read 3,000 words a minute.
Watching Ralph’s hand fly over the pages (his
hand acts as a pacer), you can’t believe that he’s
actually reading. He must be skimming.

Just to show you that Ralph Frey is not unique,
here are beginning and ending speeds of typical
Bay Area Reading Dynamics graduates:

But he’s not.
Ralph Frey can read the average novel in a little
under 40 minutes. Once, while standing in a bookstore, he read three complete noveLs before he was
asked to leave.
words a minute,
He studies between 1,500 to
and rarely dips below 1,000 wpm, even on the
toughest material.
Most significantly, however, is that he can comprehend and recall what he’s read -right down to
the details.
Ralph Frey is not a mental freak. Nor is he a
naturally fast reader. He learned this revolutionary
technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute. He is one of more
than 15,000 graduates in the Bay Area.
Ralph was one of our better students. He started
the course at about 400 words a minute and
increased his rate 8 times. Our average student
begins at about 300 words a minute and works up
to speeds over 1,500 words a minute.

Improvement by typical graduates
in words per minute.

2,000

You can do this, too!
"Reading dynamically," says Ralph, "means that
I can cover both the required and the suggested
reading for a course during the first month of the
semester.That leaves time for more extracurricular
activities. On the weekend before an exam, I’ve
reread several complete texts."
You may not learn to read quite as fast as Ralph
Frey (and then again you might!), hut the
nationally known Reading Dynamics Institute
guarantees that you’ll at least triple your reading
speed with good comprehension -or receive a full
tuition refund.

James R. Adams, Student
[ten Stein, Student
Karen West, Teacher
William Flredo, Economist
Peter Momfield, Student
R. C. Katz, Economist
Peter Kindschi, Student
Gene Timmon, Minister
W. W. Trusz, Engineer
John M. Gage, Student
Gary E. Myhro, Machinist
Richard A. Hein, Engineer
Steve Feldstein, Student
L. R. Johnson, Mkt. Analyst
Kathleen Smith, Student
Betty Breslin, Receptionist
L. B. Hooper, Doctor

Light
1st et
485
227
561
370
335
500
318
592
350
441
266
351
548
365
395
441
350

Reeding
Ilth
2,625
1,514
2,000
1,435
1,600
1,875
1,688
2,961
2,700
2,197
2,571
3,700
2,126
4,500
3,500
3,250
2,800

OrttlevIt
tituS
3M
186
392
257
219
295
281
375
330
311
214
295
331
308
278
214
266

Reecting
IthuS
1,560
900
2,080
975
800
1,180
911
1,200
1,600
1,050
1,266
1,700
1,400
1,200
2,000
1,200

Mrs. Wood’s curiosity caused her to look for other
exceptional readers, and over the next few years,
she found 50 people who could read faster than
1,500 words a minute, with fine comprehension,
outstanding recall, and great reading satisfaction.
She was now sure it was possible to read faster
than anyone had thought, hut the question of how
was not yet answered. It took S years of toil and
research, working with "natural" fast readers
before she developed a technique whereby average
students learn to read 3 to 10 times faster.
The first Reading Dynamics Institute was opened
in Washington, D.C. in September, 1959. Since
that time institutes have been opened in 61 cities

Evelyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES
SAN FRANCISCO BERKELEY
690 Market St, 2160 Shattuck
149 0211
434.0707

OAKLAND
1640 Broadway
1133.4232

PALO ALTO
770 wirti Race
317 1991

SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE
29004 Erst Sr.
To, 5 I Sr
;01 11791
444 9177

FRESNO
233 77111

throughout the country, and national enrollment
for the course now tops 200,000.
At a recent teacher training conference Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic: reading is nothing like
the skimming techniques commonly used in speed
reading courses. "You read five times faster," she
pointed out, "not by reading every fifth word, but
by reading five times as many words in the same
amount of time."

See Free Demonstration
PALO ALTO
RICKEY’S HYATT HOUSE
Tuesday, October 11, 8 p.m
Thursday, October 13, 8 p.m.

SAN JOSE

1,400

The technique of dynamic reading was
discovered by a Utah schoolteacher.
Evelyn Wood first observed dynamic reading 18
years ago when a university professor read her
term paper at an amazing 6,000 words a minute.

SANTA ROSA MONTEREY
419 W91104,
1212 406 St.
741 0047
77) MA

HYATT HOUSE
Wednesday, October 12, 8 p.ro.
You will see a Reading Dynamirs grarlino, r. 1.1 .it
4,11
amazing speeds from a hook he has
before and then tell in detail what he has read.
Includes
that
film
You will see a documented
intervir.ws with Washington Congo-wawa who I
taken the course.
You will learn how we can help you to faster read
ing, with improved comprehension, greater recall.

One person at each demonstration will Juin a
fully paid scholarship to Reading Dynamic,.
For information on classes and other dernonstrallons in your
area, mail coupon below or call.

MAIL
To. Evelyn Wood
Readrnq DynotAlt, Int1.1010. r1^171.
COUPON
1440 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
TODAY

o
o

Please send descriptive folder.
Pleas* send schedule of demonstrations and classes.

I understand that I on, under no obligation and that no
salesman will call,
NAME
STREET
CITY

upppt
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Spartans Smash California 24-0

SJS Gridders Send Bears Into Hibernation

it LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Dull) Sport.’ Editor
II lv d:rui t ion seaBERK El ,EY
son comes early for Bears this
year.
And the Cal Bears appeared
ready to take to seclusion Salm’.
after the Spartan footballers
,’flee! the.a ’21-0 in Memorial Stadthan 35.000 watched in
M,er,’
re.% -e as the Spartan defenses controlled the Golden Rear attack to
take a 3-0 halftime lead and then
eartle back in the final quarters
to dominate the play.
The favored Bears found nothing but trouble from the San Jose
det enders. obviously strengthened
by the return of Martin Baccaglio.
Picked lie run over the SJS line,
the once -proud Bears could net
only 70 yards tushing and were

GENE MENGES
. praises hoops

held to minus two yards in the Catch just inside the end zone for
the final four yards.
second half.
For the Bears, a steady offense
Using rushes to run the clock,
Spartan ball carriers actually out - failed to materialize.
Led by hard -charging Baccaglio,
gained the Berkeley foes by packEh limiter, Mike Spitzer Mill 11.:Ve
ing for 74 yards.
As usual, however. quarterback
Danny Holman was the big story
offensively. After a poor first half.
he rallied to hit 12 of 18 pa,ses tee
the final periods.
In all, the nation’s Ni, 1 , aera
..
connected on 20 tel
216 yards and two treurhole% a

Alaimo, the Bear rushing attack
was rendered ineffective by the
Spartans’ front four.
"The defensi%e line did a good.
job. It’s getting better every
Barry
Week." 1.111(lerSiated

Battering the Bear backs, SJS
,:a; the game.
i Anderson 1. .
Cal soptualiele Barry Bronx re- picked up the ball five times on
ceived a rugged initiation, complet- Cal fumbles. The Bears’ most criting only seven of 17 tosses rind be- ical muff came on their only serious scoring threat.
ing thrown fro minus 27 yards.
Jack Brubacker pounced on the
SJS’ hard hitting paid off,
stray ball as Dan Berry found the
handling troublesome after an interception gave Cal a first and
goal from the. tea Ot lati than Ow

worweer
-Serving While Learning"

SPARTAN SHIELDS

Both scoring tosses came %%Jilin
a minute of the other.
Moving the Spartans he the Bear
24, Holman hail to contend with
a heavy -charging Cal litw. Remaining cool, however, he tossed over
two Bear defenders to John (liven for the score.
On the play Holman was flattened.
But he didn’t need long to remwer and didn’t seem tee mind
the hard knocks.
On the kickoff, the bobbling
Bears dropped one of eight fumIdes. Danny Anderson was there
to pick it up on the Cal 25.

RUSH

shall be t(/
PURPOSE. The purp,..t,
,crntnunity; to promote
servius in the interest of the
r the student body partici
school spirit in all activi. es e
loyally
pates: to foster, among tt e -en oi the college. a
E s’
of
and helrfulness. and n

MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
0

At least 151/2 units but not
more than 591/2 units
2.50 G.P.A. last semester

N.nth ond San C,,los

With a first down on the 12.
HoImari lofted a perfect toss between two defenders to Bobby Trujillo On the conversion, SJS faked
the PAT as Holman carried it in
for 18-0.
Russ Munson had provided the
halftime lead, toeing a 30-yard
field goal with five seconds remaining in the opening quarter.
He personally handled the final
scoring chores as Holman rested
on the bench.
Reserve end Mike Tompkins,
who sparked the drive with a 211 yard reception, made a sliding

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Sister Mary Antoinette
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
Regular Open Meetings
Catholic Student Organization
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Foot hall

It, the Federalres. 2-0, and Toad
the cooperation of Hall topped Allen Hall. 18-0, in
B League action.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Tau
The Hulks, the Federates and
Omega is in undisputed posses- the Evicted all have perfect recsi in ,-; first place in the Fran- ords after two games.
Today, play continues in the internit y Intramural football prodependent action. The Fruits
gram.
Alpha Tau Omega, winners last tackle Moulder Hall, Phi Mu Chi
year. heat Delta Upsilon, 12-0, for battles ATO No. 2. and the Reel
its third win of the season while Horde duels SAE No. 2 in A
Sigma Phi Epsilon held SAE No. League.
The Hulks battle the Federates
1 to a SCOreleNS tie. SAE is in
second with two wins and the tie. in a key B loop game. Others find
In other fraternity games, Kap- Toad Hall against DSP No. 2, Alpa Sigma edged Sigma Phi. 6-0, len Hall versus Alpha Phi Omega
Theta Chi downed Lamba Chi anti the Evicted playing Acacia.
LITTLE 500
Alpha, 1941 and Sigma Nu and
The fate ref the LP Ile 500 rests
Sigma Chi battled to a 0-0 deadon the amount of teams that will
lock.
Kappa Sigma and Theta Chi are show interest at a r,iplain’s meet
t 1 30 pan, in
lee-hind the leaders with 2-1 rec- ing Wednesdaj
MG205.
ords.
top
The race wiis 1,,e.t I:41..11 one
Me end Them took over the
spot in the A League of inde- week (until Oct. 21 when sparse
pendent play when the Soledad All - interest was shown last week.
II enough organizations show inStars were suspended from competition because ofthe use of a terest then time trials will lee
held Friday.
I layer not attending school.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
Me and Them boosted its record to 3-0 with a 25-0 victor’, has shortened the course front 50
over AT() No. 2 Wednesday. The miles to 25 miles in hopes nf havFruits shut out the Red Horde. ing a more competitive race.
BENCH BASKETBALL
16-0, :end Mat kham Hall defeated
Unruh has added Hunch basketMouldtr Flail. 7-0.
The Fruits are the (+meg team ball to the Intramural program
to Me and Them with a 2-0-1 this year. It will start midway
through November. Each team will
mark.
The Hulks remained undefeated have three players and the games
in It Learnt,. iietion, topping Alpha will be played on half court. ConI! 1 I. The Evicted bat- tests will end at 50 point- or 3o
l’iti Otnn
2 20-0, Acacia fell minutes.
iireil 1 esi ’

2.25 overall G.P.A.
At least 2 college activities

Sign Up Now In College Union Building

Intramural Announcements
Thanks

third quarter drive, tlw Bears were
ineffective.
The San Jose domination was
illustrated in total plays run. While
the Spartans were blasting out 82
offensive thrusts, the Bears were
limited to 51.
In total offense. SJS plowed for
330 while the Bears scratched out
1411 N.,cl,

to

79 S. Fifth St.
SPARTAN CONVERT S.T. Saffold, former All-Coast basketbailer, has successfully made the switch to the gridiron. Although
he nabbed only two passes Saturday, he is the No. 2 receiver
with 18.

Spartababes Impressive
In Water Polo Victory
The

Spurt ire

freshman

water tackled the Olympic Club Reserve’s
team won its biggest victory Friday night and the Universit%
The year Thursday in its first of California Saturday. Results wilt
appear t on ere rrow.
y against a college team.
Scoring easily and often the
Cain gel
Spartababes battered Stanford’s
(mesh. 23-9.
Terry Schmidt and Tim Halley
paced the scoring parade with four
goals apiece. Larry Guy, Stan
207( discount
Weiss and Bill Gerdts added three
to B’
and Ron Dadami had two.
SJS opened with eight tallies in
average students
the first period and six in the
illiam Berrvessa
second, putting the game out of
General Insurance
Stanford’s reach.
292-6383
The freshmen played a pair of
contests over the weekend. They
-

At 1’()

Insurance?

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

I
I
I

,
,,,

295-1771
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24 HOUR SERVICE
BREAKFASTLUNCH

I

DINNER
I
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

THIS
COIILD BE
YOU . . .
Getting the jump int pair
I’ patittirs.
,Irriring aft the job re,
fa
retthed in :opted
gig

00

Eliminating
schtal.
alas and arriving alum it
is rintranient for you.
I’
: SIR Al :ADEMY’S modern
training program, scheduled at your mini einem,. is a aimilde asset for Salesmen.
Engineers and Business executive.’ who
"ant to get ahead in a hurry. Start flying
inday and get your Prisatel’ileit’s License
beinre
"II graduate.

5

Financing and budget pahnent
can he arranged to fit
your needs.

PACIFIC AIR ACADEMY
SAN JOSE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
1107 1irport Blvd,

2954212

PER
MONTH

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
STANDARD
TYPEWRITERS
MANUAL ADDING
MACHINES
(3-Month Rote)
MANUAL
CALCULATORS
STUDENT DESKS
TAPE RECORDERS

Comparable low rental rates on all other office equipment

EVEN LOWER RATES
ON A 3 -MONTH
BASIS
Up to 6 months rental can
be applied to purchase.

STORE OPEN DAILY
SAT. until 5
9 to 5:30

FREE
CAMPUS
DELIVERY!

1 09

MONTH

Electric Portables
Electric Standards
Electric Adding Machines
New RCA Television
13 -month redid
Electric Calculators
Tape Recorders

STEVENS CREEK
OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
3449 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
PHONE 244-11140
Open Doily 9 to 5:30

Saturdays 9 to 5

I
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,,
,,
I
I
I
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Tough Schedule Faces
Mumby’s Wrestlers
re
L’S
ile
82

Coming to grips is one of the
learning aspects of college.
For SJS wrestlers, coming to
grips is a necessity - especially
with the lough schedule facing the
team this season.
Coach Hugh Mumby, who released the 15-dual match schedule
Friday, expects plenty of tough
battles. Among top wrestling squads
vying with the Spartans will be
perennial powers Oklahoma State,
Oregon State, UCLA, Stanford, Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo, and Cal.
The toughest all-around test will
come in January at the Arizona

HUGH MUMBY
. . . tough siced

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fet0110.1

Big Win for Spartans

State University Tournament. The
two-day tangle will pit the matmen
against Oklahoma State, Brigham
Young University, Utah, Arizona,
Arizona State, Cal, UCLA and Stanford.
TUNE-UP
With the quality of competition.
Mumby figures the meeting will
be a stiong tune-up for the NCAA
Nationals.
"We don’t expect to do too
much -- but the boys are sure
to gain a lot of experience," he
said.
The season opens Nov. 18 with
the traditional Bay Area Practice
Matches in SJS. Regular dual
matches begin Dec. 2 when the
University of Nevada visits the
Spartan wrestlers.
The Northern California Invitational Tourn ey, which usually
draws the state’s finest grapplers,
begins the following afternoon.
Prospects for the Spartan matmen may depend on Loren Miller.
A two-time participant in the
NCAA Tourney, Miller has another year of eligibility remaining
ANOTHER YEAR
He may sit out the season, however, as he has another year of
schooling remaining. And unsure
if a knee injury has fully healed,
Miller figures the layoff could
strengthen his possibilities for a
higher placing in the ’68 NCAA
Championships.
According to Mumby, Miller’s
decision may depend on the development in early matches.
Six returnees, five fresh and one
possibility will take on the main
chores.
Mike Herschfelt, Paul Melling,
Rich Popejoy, Joe Silva, Dan Swensen and Dave Austin all saw varsity duty last year. Up from the
freshmen are Rich Hamm, Dave
Allen, Larry Kubo, L. Q. Starling
and Steve Vollmer.
Gridder Dick Dixon is a possible
turnout - if his knee injuries are
fully healed.

STUDENT SPECIAL
BREAKFAST
$1 with asb card
bottomless

HOURS:

cup of

Mon. -Fri. 6:30 am. -I I p.m.

coffee

Sat. 9 am. -I a.m.

10$

Sun. 2 p.m. -8 p.m.

Free Delivery on Pizzas
(3 mile radius)

entertainment and
dancing on Friday and
Saturday nights

Live

123 S. 4th
286-2484

SJS Poloists Pluck Stanford Bonnet
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
SJS’ water polo team has a new
feather in its cap today -plucked
directly from the war bonnet of
the feared Stanford Indians.
The Spartans edged the secondnationally ranked Tribe Thursday,
9-8, in their most impressive win
of the season.

Walton’s crew faced two additional tests last weekend, hosting
the Olympic Club Friday night and
playing the University of California Saturday. Results will appear
in tomorrow’s Daily.
The slim win boosted SJS’ season record to 4-1 and its chances
for national recognition greatly.
The only loss was to U.S.C., picked
third in the nation in early polls.

with four, while Hoberg had three
and Hind two.
Stanford was led by three playera with two goals each. World
swimming record holders GI ,
? The next contest for Walton
Bill Ready each hit a pair.
The Spartans were still ha,-pered by foul problems against tIi
Indians. as four players failed t
finish the game in the water
kins, Hoberg, Greg Swan and John
Schmidt.
The next contest for Walton’s

players comes Friday when they
I host the University of Pacific
I at et m.

CIGS

15c

,

10c

Crest lg. size

29c

w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

Our

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Low Student

R. R.
(rental rates)

l’oriablem
Standards
New
I Bed
All Nlekes
Free Pick up and Delivery

Busy Schedule
For SJS Athletes
In Coming Week
A full slate of athletic events
is scheduled for SJS this week
with the Spartan varsity soccer
kicking off the action Wednesday. They travel to Stanford to
battle the Indians, one of the top
soccer teams in the conference.
The busy Parente’ Day weekend
will start Friday afternoon with
the SJS Spartababe football team
hosting Fresno State’s frosh.
The varsity water poloists swing
into action Friday night as they
host University of Pacific.
SJS’ varsity water poloists swing
into action Friday night as they
host University of Pacific.
SJS’ varsity footballers pull the
curtain down on Parents’ Day
with an 8 p.m. encounter with San
Diego State, Saturday night, in
Spartan Stadium.
Cal Poly, of San Luis Obispo,
Visits San Jr-Act Sunday to battle
the Spartan cross-country runners
to round out the week action.

On this date a State Government representative will be on campus to discuss positions
in RIGHT OF WAY -- the profession of op.
pro i sal, negotiation, acquisition, and manage.
mint of real *state.
Among others, Business Administration, Public Administration, and Economics majors
positions particularly suited
will find ths
to their intrests.
Good salary
Promotional outlook: excellent
MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

Modern Office
Machines

NOW

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
COME ALIVE! Join the Phreteres generation. Membership -ea October 12,
6:30 p.m. in Home Economics #I.
THE MOURNING AFTER has immediate opening for lead guitarist. 739-7140
or 298-0283.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

KING SAXOPHONE. E flat alto with
case. Used very little. $150 or best offer.
294-7862, evenings.
HEAD MASTER SKIS. 205cm. Marker
bindings. Good condition. Only $99.50.
Call 292-1938.
TROMBONE FOR SALE, "Olds Recording.- Absolutely perfect, with case and
music stand, etc. $195, will haggle 354’1313. evenings and mornings.

’62 COMET, automatic -transmission.
R/H, wire wheels. Good condition. $675
or best offer. 286-0894.
’64 SPRITE, excellent condition. New
transmission and tires. $1,100. Call John
at 286-2589.
’61 AUSTIN HEALEY. If interested,
please call 379-9210.
’63 MONZA, 4 speed. 37.000 miles. Red
with black interior. $950. 706 S. 9th
Street, Apt. 2.
’66 HONDA 160 SCRAMBLER. Only 7
weeks old, still in warranty. $550 or best
offer. 293-9607. after 10 p.m.
’411 CAD FASTBACK, 2 door coupe.
You’ll look great in this black beauty. A
real Al Capone car. Only $200. 2930865. 253 S. 7th, #45.

4th
William
10th & Taylor

6th & Keyes
13th ti Julian

HEAD STANDARD SKIS, 210, with bind- PART TIME bookkeeper. Afternoons. Call
ings. Good cond1fiot $69.50. 287-0763, 227,8640 between 2 and 6 p.m. Most
have own transportation.
George.
PHONE WORK from pleasant air-condi. -to
tinned San Jose
for fraternal orHELP WANTED 141
lar.i,ntion.
bonus. 298-1262.
GIRL WANTED. Part time, sales wipe- STUDENT WANTED. Care for seven year
,
- 10 a.m. on weekrience preferred. Martin Jewe’er,. 1605 gi/.
. t -se 8:309:30 a.m.
Meridian, 299-6341.
486 SI
,1,6221 or campus e.i.
hour.
2277. 51.5..)
EXPERIENCED drum and guitar teacher
wanted to teach rudiments and some
rock and coll. Call 248-9858. Afternoons,
ask for Mrs. Mover.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ttt

ites.

NEED: Rinky-Tink piano player for week.
x.
at Frcn.i., Vi;la
Arnusemert.
Cal 225 15CD.
HOUSING 151
GIRLS’ UNAPPROVED room & kitchen
priv.leqes. Half block from campus. $37
Per month. 63 S. 8th St.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Good location. pool. $35 a month. Call after 6
p.m. 294 2463.
TWO UPPER DIVISION male students
needed
,omester only. The Vil-

HONDA 250ec DREAM (modified). Recent overhaul. $275. 287-0789 after 4
p.m. 385 E. Williams, Ant. 23.
’63 DODGE 330. Four door. 383 cubic
inch engine. Bucket seats. $800. Call
.264-2988.
’Be CHEVY Bel Air convertible. New top
and tires. Clean throughout. Must sell.
Make offer. Please call 968-9491.
’51 JEEP STATION WAGON, with ’60
F head engine. Clean, mechanically excellent. $400. 286-1186, Ext. 2244.
’65 MUSTANG HARDTOP, 6 cylinder
automatic. R/H, ST lights, full width
seat. Make offer. 243 4019.
’49 DESOTO. Runs well. $85. Body in
fair condition 90 S 13th St. Call 2947103. 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
BIANCHI MOTORSCOOTER.
Spare tire, 35 miles per hour. 100 miles
per gal. 948-5429 after 6 p.m.
’54 CADILLAC. Four door sedan. Power
steering, power brakes and excellent
tires. $100. 243-0716.
’56 MG-TF 1500. Top mechanical coedstion. R/H, new interior, wire wheels.
Must sell. Call Toni, 734 1696.
’66 YAMAHA, 50 cc. Three months old.
1600 miles, 5175. 297-9957. Dennis Brie
cacrheiti
’60 VOLKSWAGEN. look, terribla iiinS
f,’,
perfontly. Ole 22 00 rnilos.
whatever. 286-6961.
FOR SALE 13)
INVEST WHILE IN SCHOOL. Duplex
for sale near college. $15,000. Call owner. 298.5709 after 5 p.m.
FIREWOOD. Dry, split oak & madrone,
one half cord $23. Walnut, one half
cord $17.50. Delivered. 252.3038. Eno.
sings.
LIKE NEW, Simmons double roll-e.way
bed and mattress. $30. Please call 2972539.
To place an ad:

Classified Adv. Office -J206
brochure

Puritan Oil Co.

124 E. San Fernando
293-5283
293-4588

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Call at
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

10c

Paper Towels

Yelling about

tNrc

5c

2 Toilet Tissue

Everybody is

ADDS SCORING PUNCH - Junior Steve Hoberg has been a
pleasant surprise this season to water polo coach Lee Walton.
Hoberg is one of the three top scorers along with Jack Likins
and Greg Hind.

15c

3 Hershey Bars

Typewriters

OCTOBER 18. 1966

WAY

Two varsity veterans and a newcomer did all the scoring for the
Spartans, who took an early lead
but waited until the fourth quarter to ice the game.
Jack Likins hit two goals and
Steve Hoberg one in the opening
quarter, giving SJS a 3-0 budge.
Stanford tightened the score to
8-7 at the end of the third quarter
-but newcomer Greg Hind scored
the winning goal in the final period.
Likins paced Spa rt 1 n scorers

Kleenex

FOR
SENIORS

while there ask /or the Plow or

SPART %V T111f1.Y-1

Aotrater 16. 14414

h74EN

C
.
B
PLEASANT ROOM

ART.

tvtlirczt-tir051--GRAPIJATE ..%,11CLAR5ellf

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

ARE REAL HARP To

ccme

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

1.50

2.25

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each ackh
tonal line

3.00

3.75
_

-4.00

.50

.50

.50

2.50

PERSONALS I?)
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rin.4s. Ori4,rnl ewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354.1273.

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or ova
rains on a.ito insiiraaa !lability net $67
ana .0. I’ Ivo 1",,t- 7-14 1500.
RENT A TV. (11,1 1

;1.1 7598. Fr.".
No contract
_
TYPING. M
c and term
arileTanb
e pi o9
r3e5tg. 1924 Harric

THESIS

TYPINT,

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

El Announcements (I)
(2)
CI For Sale (3)
12 Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
Lost and found 16)
Personals (7)
CI Services Ill
Transportation (9)

TWO MALE r -ommates wanted. $46 per
bedroom apt. 351 S. 11th,
.210 after 5 p.m. Mike.
ARf-STUDIO -’-.me a garage. Half
a 1,1,1.
T.:

Three times Five times

3 lines

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

o Automotive

irted. $52.50 per
2. Call 287 0373

SERVICES 181
One time

4 lines

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

286.3l41.
V,’
Glen for
Reasonable

FOR RENT
.1 bedroom, fur’IL’curnpus. 351 S.

MALE ROOMMATE
’.
A{

ALL KINDS. Term papers.
Tatsis. Experienced. All work
Call 294-3772.

SHELDON DANCE STUDIO. Ballet. Tao.
S. 4,11
’1,7 $6 a
,en1k.

EXPERT TYPING
I9y

.
.17SS5’’.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Thesis, term
.
7,
2T..8-4335.
TYPING. w. I 0,Ei up and deliver. Call
waaldays 269.5769.
CHILD CARE
,nv Horne. Have two
!
, E3.

o
o
o

r

Daily

TRANSPORTATION
Name

9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Send in handy order blank.
cash or check. Make check
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Ph4n 194 6414 Ext. 7465

BOARDING CONTRACT. Toad

Enclose
out to

-

City
For _

ICI

r .,

_ Phone_
. _

days

Address
RIDE WANTED "
Start ad on _
Enclosed Is $

Slier 7 p
TRANSPOR

at NI MED If ,rn Cam
3
Call

Monday, October W. 1988

ISPARTAN DAILY

Two Professors
To Head Survey
On Education

State’s Draft Test Failures
Rate 25th on U.S. Scale
According to figures based on
Armed Forces mental tests given
to all draftees, California rates
right in the middle of all the states
in educational at
Two different sets of figures
wile derived from the tests. One
set gives the percentage of failures
iii each state between August. 1958,
and December, 1965.
The other contains percentages
of faliures of the 18-year-olds between June, 1954, and December.
1965.
The current issue of the U.S.
Office of Education’s "American
Schools," says these figures are
"the closest thing there is to a naiT1,10% or education strengths

13"4""lea"
IIr.jam"
SJS graduate division, has been
named project director of a higher education media survey for the

commented, "The extreme racial
variations make it clear that the
schools have yet to overcome the
environment handicaps of the nation’s Negro students."
The article says that the differences are not based on differences in innate ability, citing anthropologists’ reports that potention intelligence is distributed
equally among all of the racial
groups.
It said results "seem to point
up failure in the schools." It suggests that Negro youngsters are
given much less educational opportunity by schools.
In California, 17.1 per cent of
white 18-year-olds failed the test,
an 49.4 per cent of Negro 18-yeararticle olds failed.

The eight -year study pointed out
.., I the national average of draftee
!.:lures was 23.4 per cent. Washington rated low with 6.3 per cent
failures, while Mississippi had the
highest with 57.3.
Ranking 25th among the states,
California had a 16.3 failure rate.
In the study of 18-year-olds, California rated a little below the national average of 25.3 per cent
with a 19.5 per cent failure.
It was only in this study of 18year-olds that the white and Ne:;n: percentages were separated.
The figures showed whites significantly higher in very state. It
showed nationally, 19 per cent of
whites and 68 per cent of Negroes
The

magazine

Office’s

Association of Higher Education.
Also named to the survey was
Dr. James W. Thorton, Jr., SJS
professor of education.
The

project study will

update

a 1962 survey of educational media on campuses around the country.

The

two directors

visiting

educational

have been
technology

projects using such media as television, computers, videotapes and
films at various colleges and university.
Data from the survey will be
made available to the United
States Office of Education and to
state commissions which allocate
funds for technical devices.

1Controversial Tower List
Assists Profs Students
The Tower I.ist, an evaluation of
the faculty by students printed
bi-annually. has stirred up campus
controversy, faculty libel suits and
a hurricane of plaudits as well as
criticism from the SJS academic
community and schools across the
nation with its hi -annual publication.
Currently Tau Delta Phi, men’s
honoraiy scholastic fraternity, publisher of the work, is polling student opinion in preparation for the
List’s spring senaestem appearance.
The purpose of the Tower List.
according to the original Tau Delta
proposal in 1962, is to act as a
self-improvement guide for professors as well as a directory for
students who do not want to
choose instructors blindly.
The Tower List has been called
"ideally an extremely helpful bridge

of communication between instructor and student." It has also been
lambasted as "an unfair gossip
sheet" in which the professor has
no chance to reply to comments
made about the quality or methods
of his instructing.
Some feel the List has damaged
careers, either through revealing
in print a professor’s inadequacies,
or by printing inaccuracies caused
by inadequate sampling techniques.
One disgruntled professor called
previous Lists "a fraud," designed
with malicious intent by Tau Delta
solely to raise money.
"Student’s decisions in selecting
professors are vital," says David
Cundiff, Tau Delta chairman of
the Tower List. We in Tau Delta
Phi believe that student interest
In the subject matter and compatibility with the instructor are para-

. mount prerequisites to the educational process."
The first Tower List in 1963
printed critiques of professors with
as few as four and as many as
30 evaluations returned. In the
second list, in 1964, Tau Delta attempted a closer control of the
sampling by only printing reviews
on instructors who had received
10 or more ratings.
This year, the same rule stands.
Each student will have his ASH
card marked when he returns Hs
cards to avoid ballot stuffin.4.
"Student participation is the most
necessary quality to make the List
a fair and comprehensive work.
Unless we get at least 10,000 cant;
returned, we will not print," dc
dared chairman Gundiff.
Next: History and Legality
of the List
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Dunlop Tennis Balls
$1.50 per can
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Large stock of men’s and ladies’
tennis shorts and shirts. Sperry
"Top-skier". and Converse tennis
shoes. Racquet re -stringing $5.50
and up.

by Theodore C. Sorenson

HUDSON’S HAS
MOVED
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Hotel
by Arthur Hailey

\ow took for Superior Service
and Famous Merchandise al a
Brand New Location

We stock all models of
T. A. DAVIS tennis racquets.

Yes I Can
by Sammy Davis, Jr.

56 South First Street
Phone 295-0567

These best-sellers on sale at:

california book co., ltd.

" Open Thursday Nights
’ Parking in Rear of Store
mirenient Credit .4railable

SPORT CENTER

cpartent Soole4tore

244 S. 2nd St
286-6100

"right on campus"

134 e. san fernando
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BUY OR RENT TO OWN

Moyer Music

.1=SA

Largest Selection of Guitars
#’47
in Town
4.

CY 3-1953

4te/

PSA Now Serves San Jose
with

This is Mrs. Rojack.
Be glad you’re
not Mr. Rojack.

53

Two Locations

CA11011411t1,
ELEANOR PARKER L.

tilt t,it

CONTEST DIRECTIONS
Peed the Mystery Clue to find the History Mystery
of the week.
2 Now search the eight advertisements on this page
or the answer. It could be located in the contents
or topic of oils or more ads.
. When you have found the right answer, fill in the
space on the entry blank.
Now answer the tie -breaker question.
Fill out the requested information, clip the entry
blank and bring it to Spartan Daily Classifieds before 4 p.m., Wednesday. October 12, 1966.

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.
248-9858

1, toed by
G(51

Fillt kr

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO

I

1 ST

PRIZE

LOS ANGELES BY

do

Flights a week to L.A.
Lowest Jet-Powered Fare
$11 43 r u
San Jose Reservations 286-4720

727 FAN JETS

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MYSTERY CLUE: A Dynastic English King
YOUR ANSWER:

Name
Address
City

Phone

ASB Number
Bring this entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds between 9:30 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Contest closes 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 12, 1966.
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For any car service, from lubrication
overhaul, it’s Silva Service,
Also Silva accepts all credit cards
and gives EZY cash stamps.
VALUABLE COUPON lIuIuulhllllllll
Goc.,i Only
FREE $10
SILVA
WC/PT" 0,

fair
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E
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Name
CASH STAMPS
=
No Purchase Necessary
=
ELIMIT ONE PER PERSON velid Until Dec. 31 1966 =
F1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n111111Illr

_

78 5 4" St

SILVA SERVICE

29549611

Late for Class? We’ll Park It for You.

CONTEST RULES

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

PSA

Tremendous Savings ...

arc
pro

Attention Spartans!

84 E. San Fe
298-5404

Die

727 FAN JETS

4,//

STIEWHITMAN-JANETIEIGH

Quality Service ...

7.

Tie-breaker: Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial Average will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
October 13, 1966.

8.
9.

1111

10.
4

Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
Students are limited to one entry per person. No Spartain Daily staff members
may enter.
All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who
comes the closest to the correct answer of the tie -breaker question will be the
winner. In case of a tie, a special tie-breaker question will be given the winning
contestants to determine the winner of the PSA flight.
All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
January 31, 1967.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges. Their
decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or deciding
on disqualification for any reason of entrants.
Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of judges’ decisions.
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